
CCS Dress Code Guidelines

With modesty in mind, the following dress code guidelines will be enforced 
at all CCS formal events:

¤ Gentlemen must wear either a suit and tie or a tuxedo. For 
homecoming, a dress shirt, tie, and dress pants are acceptable. 

¤ Ladies must wear a dress which adheres to the following guidelines:
¤ do not show skin lower than 2 inches below the bra line in the back.
¤ show no cleavage.
¤ no necklines that plunge below the bra line in front.
¤ no illusion of skin where skin shouldn’t be shown.
¤ skin or the illusion of skin should not be seen through the front or side of the dress.
¤ do not hug the rear or thighs. Ladies should be able to pull the fabric away from their leg and from 

their rear.
¤ are no shorter than 4 inches above the knee at the shortest non-sheer point (this includes slits).

Homecoming and Prom (9-12 grade)



Policies

¤ Ladies must have their 
dresses pre-approved 
before attending the 
event. 

The following will result in non 
entry to the event:

¤ failure to attain pre-
approval, 

¤ failure to wear the 
approved dress, or 

¤ altering the dress after 
approval.

¤ Students bringing a date 
from outside CCS are 
responsible for making sure 
their date’s attire meets 
the requirements. Female 
guests must also have their 
dresses pre-approved.

All dresses must be approved 
for each event, regardless of 
whether or not the dress was 
worn at a previous event. 



Dresses may not show skin lower 
than 2 inches below the bra line 

in the back.

NO YES



Dresses may not have necklines 
that plunge below the bra line in 

front.

NO NO



Skin or the illusion of skin should 
not be seen through the front 

or side of the dress.

NO NO



Dresses may not show 
cleavage.

NO YES



NO

Dresses cannot hug the rear or thighs. 
Ladies should be able to pull the fabric 
away from their leg and from their rear.

YESNO YES



Dresses may not be shorter than 4 
inches above the knee at the shortest 

non-sheer point (this includes slits).

NO YESNO YES


